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î.-Theiv student ol psychology, both norbid
and sociologie, finds nowhere better material than
in medical superstitions. 'he i mmortality of
iese superstitions is wonderful. They are not

affected by civdization, and the growth of science
and of com mon-sense leaves them untouched.
Of late the newspapers of the land iLave been
immenselv interested in the astonishing exhibitions
in the eye of a niurdered woman of the photo-
graphic image of lier murderer. The " local
scientist" examines the dead woman's eve, and by
"a magnilication of four hundred diameters " he
finds plainly the image of a " man's form."
Coroner, clergymen and others saw the startling
photograph. There is something not a little
pathetic in the impulsive desire on the part of

poor hunanity to find that divine retribution has
contrived some secret means whereby crime shall
be found out. But when wve read the account
carefully we find that in the present case the
"local scientisr " examined the dead woman's
eye as it rested naturally in the socket. That, of
course, means that he examined the cornea, be-

cause without the aid of the ophthahnoscopic

principle the retiia of the undissected eye is stijl
as invisible as it was before ielmholt, invented
the ophthalmoscope. But, tnless the wonan wore
bironvex lenses of some thirty or more diopters,
how, in the name of optics, would an image be
formed upon the cornea ? This leaves out of the
count the facts that nobody ever wore such lenses,
and that if one did no image could be forned of
the murderer a few feet away, and that the cornea
is a light-tran smitting structure, without any
analogy to that of the retina or a photographic
sensitive plate. We suppose that this kind of
popular science had in nund a vague echo of the
experiments with the visual purple of the retina,
which seemed to give some warrant for the belief
in retinal fixation of the last image seen before
death. But the unconscious transferring of the
seat of the changes to the cornea was as remark-
able for blundering and for jumping to conclusions
as such science could well be. It is this condition
of mind that makes visible what does not exist and
that renders human testimony as regards certain
things utterly valucless.-.Med. News.
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HYSICIANS generally now concede that these discases cannot bc treated with entire success except under the conditionsafforded by some FinsT-CLAS SArAITAIuM. Such an institution should be a valuableauxiliary to the practice of every
physiciae v:ho inay have patients suffering froni any form of these complaints, who are secking not relief merely, but

entire restorations to itealth. The treatnent at LAxiiL'CST SANITAnItM rarely fails to produce the most gratifying results,
being scientific, invigorating, thorough, productive of no after ill-effects, and pleasant to the patient. The usual time reqUired
to effect a complete cure is four to six weeks.

LAKE U T PARK is a well-wooded expanse of several acres extent, overlooking Lake Ontario.LAKEHURSTaffording the utmnost privacy if desired, and the surround: ,gs arc of the maoat
picturesque description. The Sanitarium is fully equipped with every necessary appliance for the care, conifort, conve.Cene
and recreation of patients. Terms upon application to

C. A. MOBRIDE, M.D., MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT
OAKVILLE.
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